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Introduction

• This research aims to explore how reviewers and review readers have different perceptions 
of persuasiveness of online reviews using different personal pronouns (”I” vs. “you”).

• We propose that review writers would perceive using “you” (vs. “I”) as the grammatical 
subject in their review to be more persuasive because the use of “you” takes reviewer 
readers’ perspective. On the other hand, review readers tend to perceive the reviews using 
“I” (vs. “You”) to be more persuasive because the use of “you” induces psychological 
reactance (Miller 1976; Clee and Wicklund 1980). Since attitude-based reviews directly 
state what attitude other people should have, attitude-based reviews might be perceived 
to be more controlling and thus trigger more reactance (e.g., Brehm 1966). Therefore, we 
further propose that these effects will be stronger for reviews indicating attitudes than for 
those describing product attribute as the former elicits greater psychological reactance. 

H1: Reviewers would perceive “you” (vs. “I”) to be more persuasive and this effect is stronger 
for attitude-based (vs. attribute-based) reviews. 
H2: Audience would perceive “I” (vs. “you”) to be more persuasive and this effect is stronger for 
attitude-based (vs. attribute-based) reviews. The effect of pronouns on persuasion is mediated 
by reactance.  

Study 1 –Study 4 (Primary effect)
• Study 1&2 from the audience perspective: “you” vs. “I” for attitude (Study 1) and attribute 

(Study 2)
• Study 3&4 from the reviewer perspective:“you” vs. “I” for attitude (Study 3) and attribute 

(Study 4)
• DV: Review Persuasiveness

Results
• For attitude-based reviews, reviewers see “you” as more persuasive than “I”(p=.001), whereas 

the audience perceive “I” to be more persuasive than “you”(p=.021). By contrast, for 
attribute-based reviews, there is no significant effect of pronouns on persuasiveness for the
reviewer but the audience percieve “I” to be more persuasive (p<.05).

Study 5 (Replication&Process)
• Design: 2 (role: reviewer vs. audience) x  2(review type: attitude 

vs. attribute) x  2(pronouns: I vs. you)
• DVs: persuasiveness, psychological reactance, perspective taking

Results
• A three-way significant interaction of three factors (F(1, 

339)=7.76, p=.006).
• Replicating the results for the attitude review, reviewers think 

“you” is more persuasive than “I”, whereas the audience think 
“I” is more persuasive than “you”. The effects are insignificant 
for attribute reviews from both the reviewer’s and the 
audience’s perspectives. 

Conclusions
• In summary, across 5 studies, we find that for attitude-based reviews, 

the audience perceive “I” to be more persuasive whereas reviewers see 
“you” as more persuasive. For attribute-based reviews, there is no 
effect of pronouns on persuasion from the reviewer’s perspective while 
the audience see “I” as more persuasive. The effect of pronouns on 
persuasion is mediated by perspective-taking for the reviewer and 
reactance for the audience. 

Contributions
• Theoretical: Although researchers have explored how personal pronouns 

affect the effectiveness of communication in different contexts (e.g., 
DeWall et al., 2011), little is known about how personal pronouns in 
different types of online reviews affect the persuasiveness. Our research 
contributes to literature both on personal pronouns and the review 
writing style (emotional vs. fact-based; e.g., Ryffel et al.,).

• Managerial: Our research also provides helpful insights to practitioners 
and consumers by highlighting the potential effect of pronouns in 
different types of reviews on perceived review persuasiveness. 
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• Mediation: Process model  7 shows  that reactance mediates the 
relationship between  pronouns and persuasion for attitude reviews 
(b=-.60, 95%CI=-.97, -.29)) but not for attribute reviews (b=-.07, 
95%CI=(-.21, .09)). 

• Mediation: Process model  7 shows  that  perspective taking mediates 
the relationship between  pronouns and persuasion for both attribute 
reviews (b=.31, 95%CI=.08, .58)) and attitude reviews (b=.64, 
95%CI=(.38, .94)). The effect is weaker for attribute reviews. 

Mediation: the Reviewer

Mediation: the Audience

Hypotheses
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